Matrix Channel

The Fluid Project uses the Matrix communication protocol for collaborative discussions.

- **Fluid Project Matrix Space**: The community of rooms for the Fluid Project
  - Fluid Rooms
    - [#fluid-work:matrix.org](#): General community discussions
    - [#fluid-design:matrix.org](#): Design discussions
    - [#fluid-tech:matrix.org](#): Technical discussions
    - [#fluid-changelog:matrix.org](#): Infrastructure/Project-related changes
    - [#fluid-watercooler:matrix.org](#): Hanging out
  - C2LC Rooms
    - [#c2lc-general:matrix.org](#): Coding to Learn and Create - general discussions
    - [#c2lc-open-robot-kit:matrix.org](#): Coding to Learn and Create - design and technical conversations about the open robot kit (Tetra Ryerson Project 2021)
    - [#c2lc-tech:matrix.org](#): Coding to Learn and Create - technical discussions

**Recommended Client**

*Element* is the default client for accessing Matrix and provides desktop, mobile, and web apps.

Occasionally the Element desktop app can get stuck trying to send or receive a message. We’ve found that if you run into these kinds of issues, opening Settings, selecting “Help & About”, and clicking the button that says “Clear cache and reload” under the “Advanced” section may resolve the problem.

**Other Clients**

See "Clients | Matrix.org" for a list of other clients.